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CK8
Storage System



Better Design    Better Environment

Manufacturing System
CK8 storage is produced in manufacturing facilities whose processes are certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 quality standards.



CK8 | Pedestals

CK8 pedestal carcase is 
precision engineered from a 
one-piece steel wrap with no 
visible seams or joints and 
offers exceptional strength 
characteristics.

Simple and elegant design 
with slim edge profile and 
full width bevel pull.  All 
drawer fronts are finished in 
white with carcase in silver, 
charcoal or white.  Drawer 
interiors are finished in black 
and pre-punched to take 
compartment dividers.

Pedestals are available as 
either mobile units or fixed 
units which can support 
worksurfaces.  Pedestals 
are available in different 
configurations - Box/File, 
Box/Box/Box, Box/Box/File 
or File/File. Optional seat 
cushions are also available.

Pedestals are available in 
standard width of 400mm 
and slim version of 300mm 
that would be suitable for call 
centre applications or where 
space is limited. 

Fitted with full extension ball-
bearing slides as standard.  
Slides in higher specification 
with interlock and soft-closing 
functions are also available. 



CK8 | Lateral Filing Cabinets

Cabinet cases are designed 
and engineered with no 
seams at corners featuring an 
unique and clean aesthetics.

File drawers can take letter, 
legal or A4 hanging files in 
side to side or front to back 
arrangements.

Standard features include 
lock bars on both sides 
for added security, core-
removable lock that allows 
keying changes on site, and 
adjustable leveling glides 
accessible from the inside of 
cabinets.

Optional fabric tiles (may be 
specified initially or added 
later) that are flush with 
the cabinet edges, offer an 
attractive design of cabinet 
back that could facilitate 
the cabinets used as space 
divider between departments 
or along corridors.

Fitted with interlocked 
full-extension ball-bearing 
slides that prevent tipping by 
allowing only one drawer to 
open at a time conforming 
to the latest BIFMA safety 
standards.



CK8 | Tower Storage

CK8 Storage Tower is a range of storage units that are designed 
to integrate with workstations to provide personal storage, 
extended work area and increased privacy (with Tower Cabinet). 

Towers are available in 2 heights: Tower pedestal in 655mm; 
Tower Cabinet and Tower Wardrobe in 1200mm.

Tower Cabinets offer a variety 
of compartments for box files 
or equipments or accessories 
such as pigeon holes, and 
paper trays.

Supporting castor included 
as standard with optional 
counterweight.

Tower pedestals provide a 
compartment for box files 
and a drawer with pencil tray 
behind a single drawer/door 
front.



CK8 | Hinge-door & Stack-on Cabinets

Standard Hinge-door storage 
cabinets are available 
in 4 heights with core-
removable lock that allows 
keying changes on site, and 
adjustable leveling glides 
accessible from the inside of 
cabinets. 

Doors are available in metal 
or clear tempered glass. 
Metal doors with full height 
reinforcement bars are fitted 
with rubber bumpers or 
optional soft-close fittings for 
quiet operations. 

All doors are fitted with 
quality hinges, free swinging, 
integrated side and eccentric 
depth adjustments. 

Low and medium height 
lateral units and hinged-door 
cabinets can be stacked 
together to form a high 
storage centre to meet 
different storage needs.  
Stacking units with slim edge 
profiles are visually pleasing 
even when units are ganged 
top to bottom or side by side. 

With fabric tiles at back of 
cabinets, units can be stacked 
in front-to-back configurations 
for visual and/or functional 
requirements.



CK8 | Features

Floor pedestals, Tower 
pedestals, 2-High Lateral 
and Storage cabinets 
are designed to support 
worksurfaces with rectangular 
beam structure that gives 
the worktop a floating 
appearance.    

Core-removable locks with flip 
keys are standard.  Available 
in Key-random or Key-alike 
options. 

CD racks can be specified as 
optional interior accessory 
for drawers of pedestals and 
lateral cabinets. 

Coloured glass, veneered 
or melamine-faced worktops 
are available as options to 
enhance aesthetics and/or 
practicality of the storage 
units. 

Tackable fabric tiles can be 
added to back of cabinets to 
meet functional and acoustic 
requirements.


